Dear Reviewers:

Since we received your E-mail, we have carefully read your advises and think they are authentically helpful. We have made some modifications based on your advice as follows:

Answer to reviewer 1:
After carefully read your advise, We have further polished the language to ensure all grammatical, syntactical, formatting and other related errors be resolved.

Answer to reviewer 2:
Your advise is really helpful to our manuscript. Based on your advise, we have improves some grammatical errors and sentences in this manuscript are unobstructed statement.

Answer to reviewer 3:
Your comments has helped us a lot about this manuscript. After discussing about your advice, some improvement has been made with this manuscript: Tables are organized into three lines and pictures are placed properly. An English native speaker has read our manuscript and improved some language problems.

We are very pleased to receive your advice and ready to make more modifications.

Sincerely yours,

Xiong-guang Li
28th Fuxing Road, Beijing, China
+86-15122793095
2603717867@qq.com